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PUBLIC MOURNING AT COURT, AND FLOWERS FOR THE JUDGE 

Wearing Sadness on Your Sleeve: Mourning Bands, Weepers and Public 
Mourning at Court 

By Kevin Smith 

Mention “weepers” to junior counsel, and they may assume you are refer-
ring to the tearful all-nighters spent toiling under the heavy cosh of that 
infamous senior partner in the build-up to a major trial. The true meaning 
is similarly sombre, and perhaps equally well established in legal tradition. 

Following the recent passing of Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, U.K. 
legal social media was abuzz with speculation about whether the Chief Jus-
tice would order the wearing of “mourning bands and weepers”: the tradi-
tional courtroom attire during a period of official court mourning. 

“Mourning bands” are a variation of ordinary bands—better known in 
Canada as “tabs”—but with each side folded over at the edge and in the cen-
tre to make pleats, which were said to give them a darker, more sombre 
look. “Weepers” are white cuffs sewn onto the barrister’s waistcoat, ostensi-
bly to allow the wearer to dry their eyes. Mourning bands and weepers 
would be worn by judges and Q.C.’s (or, in times past, K.C.’s), whereas junior 
counsel1 wore mourning bands alone—perhaps inviting an inference that 
the latter were less lachrymose than their senior colleagues, or at least 
more reserved in their displays of ritualized lament. 
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A column in the November 19, 1938 edition of the Law Times wondered 
“[w]hether the slightly different form and texture of the bands sometimes 
seen when a junior barrister is in mourning or when a general mourning 
has been decreed were originally introduced with the object of giving addi-
tional employment to those who manufacture these articles of attire”.2 Per-
haps unsurprisingly, the column was anonymous. 

One imagines there is very little so awkward as not appearing to be “offi-
cially sad” when everyone else is, and so perhaps to save blushes, legal peri-
odicals around the turn of the 20th century would explicitly notify everyone 
what was expected. One example published in the Law Journal on January 
23, 1892, following the death of Prince Albert, Duke of Clarence and Avon-
dale (a grandson of Queen Victoria), advised, “the following regulations as 
to mourning: Court mourning – County Court judges, Queen’s Counsel, and 
recorders to appear in paramatta gown, mourning bands, and weepers on 
coat. General mourning – Barristers, town clerks, and solicitors to appear in 
mourning bands.”3 

Although one might assume that, with the passage of time, lawyers like 
society as a whole would have become a more dispassionate and less melan-
cholic bunch—at least when measured by the number of periods of “official” 
court mourning—the opposite may be true. According to Sir Henry 
Brooke—distinguished barrister, English Court of Appeal judge, and in his 
later years prolific blogger—“[t]he practise of court mourning was extended 
to embrace the death of more distant members of the Royal Family, so that 
I can remember it happening every few years during the second half of the 
twentieth century”.4 Sir Henry suggests that the last time mourning bands 
and weepers were worn in court was in January 1991, to mark the death of 
King Olav V of Norway, the last surviving grandchild of King Edward VII 
and Queen Alexandra; however, other commenters reported their use in 
certain courts following the death of the Queen Mother in 2002. His amus-
ing blog post, which is commended to readers, also includes an excellent 
anecdote about barristers’ clerks sewing the weepers on the wrong way 
round, disproving the old adage that “a stitch in time saves nine”. 

But surely the hardy Canadian lawyers and judges would be made of 
sterner stuff than our Old-World cousins and have resisted such displays of 
emotional frippery in our own courts? Alas, there is some evidence that the 
same expressions of public grief through professional costume did make 
their way across the Atlantic. In an address delivered before the Vancouver 
Bar Association on January 4, 1940, reprinted in the Canadian Bar Review 
later that year, the Honourable Mr. Justice Sloan (as he then was) reflected 
on some of the “quaint customs of our professional life which have walked 
with us down the years”.5 Justice Sloan remembered: 
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I was counsel before the Supreme Court of Canada shortly after the death 
of the late King, and, very largely because of the example set by Senator 
Farris, we wore, as a sign that we too were in mourning, pleated bands 
and white covers on the sleeves of our coats which reached from cuff 
almost to elbow. The origin of the pleated band and “weepers” (the sleeve 
covering) is unknown to me at the moment. I leave it to some member 
of the bar to supply the answer.6 

As the anonymous writer of the Law Times column cited above noted in 
1938, “[t]here have been those of an iconoclastic turn of mind who have 
thought that the wig, gown and bands of the barrister might well be con-
signed to the museum of antiquities; but those so thinking have not 
received much support in their crusade”.7 

The columnist would no doubt have looked askance at the West Coast 
iconoclasts in British Columbia, whose legislature formally abolished the 
wearing of wigs in court in 1905 by An Act Further to Amend the Supreme 
Court Act,8 although the wearing of gowns and tabs of course remains a fea-
ture of our local practice today. However, with mourning bands and weep-
ers now all but forgotten, traditionalists might wonder how the legal 
profession is to express appropriate “official” sadness, when sombre times 
call for it?  

In response, the iconoclasts might suggest with a shrug that if the pan-
demic has taught us anything, it is that there is probably a Zoom filter for 
that. 

Flowers for the Judge9 

By Ludmila B. Herbst, Q.C. 

By the mid-18th century, the Old Bailey stood alongside Newgate Prison. 
Conditions in the prison were horrific; it was a “kind of terrestrial inferno”10 
in which a vast array of individuals—including those convicted of what by 
today’s standards are petty crimes, and some not convicted at all—were con-
fined. A stench permeated the courthouse, which at one point was partly 
open to the elements, but which had been enclosed in around 1737. 

The much-anticipated trial of Captain Clark, who had killed another man 
in a duel, occurred in April 1750.11 Many onlookers crowded into the court to 
watch. Seven to ten days after the trial, most of those who had been present 
had a bad fever, and ultimately between 40 and 60 of them died, including 
two judges, the Lord Mayor of London, an alderman, a barrister, two or three 
students of the Inns of Court and several members of the jury. “Gaol fever”—
likely typhus fever—was apparently the cause.12 Within the prison itself, 
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typhus killed more prisoners over the years than even the frequent public 
executions.13 Another incident of “gaol fever” specifically among Old Bailey 
attendees occurred in 1752, eliminating another Lord Mayor of London.14 

Decisive action—other than ameliorating the underlying terrible condi-
tions for prisoners15 or “the overhauling of the drainage system (if any)”16—
was required to overcome the smell and ward off infection. 

The court (and at one point the prison) were washed with vinegar, pris-
oners were to be treated with vinegar before coming to court and the num-
ber of prisoners in court at one time was capped at 15.17 

Further, herbs and flowers came to be a feature of court proceedings. Var-
ious commentators over the years have noted rue, other “sweet herbs” or 
rose leaves being strewn on the floor of the dais, before the judge, and on 
ledges of the dock; early on, the herbs may have been in buckets, with their 
oils activated by plunging hot irons into the buckets before hearings 
began.18 

Most strikingly, judges, sheriffs, under-sheriffs and certain others began 
to carry bunches of “English garden flowers” into court from May to Septem-
ber,19 a custom that continued even after the courthouse had been repeat-
edly rebuilt and benefitted from “splendid sanitation”.20 

Attending the trial of the notorious Dr. Crippen in 1908, in what was by 
then the Central Criminal Court, one American lawyer observed not simply 
“large pyramidical heaps of dried aromatic herbs and rose leaves” on desks 
and the dais, but also the “astonishing … spectacle of the Lord Mayor, sher-
iffs and aldermen entering the courtroom each bearing in his right hand a 
large, round, compact bouquet of red and pink roses or sweet peas, bound 
up in long white paper holders embroidered and perforated in imitation of 
lace”.21 The oddity struck English mystery writer Margery Allingham, who 
wrote of the arrival of her fictional judge in the courtroom: 

In his hand he held a formal bouquet, the nosegay dating from the time 
when the air of the courtroom was not so hygienic as modern cleanliness 
has made it and a handful of flowers and herbs was at least some barrier 
between a fastidious gentleman and the plague. 

After a pause, he seemed to remember it suddenly, for he leant forward 
and placed it carefully in the tumbler of water on his desk where it stood 
for the remainder of the day looking like a motif for a Tudor tapestry or 
a chapter end of Alice in Wonderland. 

The flower-carrying tradition was suspended during World War II but 
resumed to some extent thereafter.22 By the early 1970s, it appeared that 
bouquets were still carried into court on two days in each of the months 
from May to September, as well as on days that, during this session, the Lord 
Mayor accompanied the “red judge” (the scarlet-robed High Court judge 
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who heard the trials of the most serious offences, such as murder, and on 
the first day was given a formal escort) into court.23 Reportedly, on “formal, 
ceremonial occasions”, flowers are still carried into court today.24 
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